
Today’s workers need convenient, secure ways to print their workplace documents, no matter where they are working or what devices they may be using. Companies, too, want a user- and IT-friendly solution that prints from various brands of mobile devices to various brands of printers, enabling guests, clients and staff to print with workflows as easy as sending an email—no software or IT intervention required—to more advanced mobile apps and integrated desktop drivers.

This convenience must come with security. Companies need to control authentication, integrate with common card vendors for card-swipe access and track usage with a scalable, but affordable, method for advanced reporting of logins and device history. And, many firms prefer to host their management system on site.

**THE PRINTSAFE OPTION DELIVERS SECURITY.**
- Enables administrators to control and track access to both Xerox® and non-Xerox® print devices
- Works with customers’ choice of affordable, industry-standard secure readers and cards
- Supports secure desktop printing with both server-based and client-based follow/pull print workflows

**THE SOLUTION IS AFFORDABLE.**
- Save by buying what you need and nothing more
- Enables you to leverage existing printers, mobile devices, networks and authentication cards with an open architecture, which supports both Xerox® and nearly any brand of printer
A Convenient, Secure and Affordable Print Management Solution with Industry-Leading Mobility Support

Why Choose Xerox?

- Open design to add capabilities as needed to enhance mobility, security and convenience
- Flexibility to manage a mixed fleet of MFPs and printers from more than one vendor for better control of these assets
- Faithful, accurate conversion of your Microsoft® Office documents with true Microsoft Office conversion so you don’t lose formatting or data

The Xerox IT Advantage

- Eliminates concerns about managing applications for specific mobile devices and for managing unique drivers for the different print devices in your organization
- Gives users more choices to print where and when they want, without having to rely on others to print for them
- Keeps you up to date with the latest cutting-edge technology

To learn more about Xerox® Print Management and Mobility Suite, contact your Xerox representative or visit www.xerox.com/mobility.